PRIME TOWERS - PILLARS OF PERFORMANCE—STEREO TO CINEMA

As the primary source of full spectrum sound, the Prime Towers anchor the listening experience. Their combination of both accuracy and dynamics elevate the experience of your movies and the nuances of your music. The voicing of the towers' multiple drivers match and seamlessly meld with the other Prime or Ultra speakers in your system.

SPECIFICATION

» 1” aluminum dome tweeter
» 4.5” midrange driver
» Dual 6.5” woofers
» Black Ash and Piano Gloss Black finish options
» 5-way binding posts
» Dual 1.7” wide-flared rear-firing ports
» Cloth grille with pin/cup retention system
» Elastomer screw-in feet - adjustable for level
» Spiked metal screw-in feet included - adjustable for level
» Cabinet Dimensions: 36” (H) X 8” (W) X 10.8” (D) (includes grille, feet and binding posts)
» Weight Unboxed: 40.1 pounds

SVS SWEATS THE DETAILS – YOU HEAR PERFECT SOUND

With a smooth aluminum dome tweeter, dedicated midrange driver and dual long-throw woofers, the Prime Tower effortlessly cranks out clean, dynamic and powerful sound.

DRIVER AND CROSSOVER DETAILS

The 1” aluminum dome tweeter utilizes an FEA-optimized diffuser which delivers a very open ‘airy’ presentation and extremely unveiled highs.

The dedicated 4.5” midrange driver delivers natural, smooth and clear vocals and features a polypropylene cone, an aluminum shorting ring for reduced distortion, a vented voice coil former, and unique all-new cast ABS-fiberglass-carbon composite basket for precise component alignment.

Dual 6.5” woofers outclass the competition and deliver hard-driving bass courtesy of a long-stroke suspension and rugged motor, a polypropylene cone, an aluminum shorting ring for reduced distortion, a vented voice coil former, and unique all-new cast ABS-fiberglass-carbon composite basket for precise component alignment.

Our exclusive SoundMatch crossover sports premium-grade capacitors, air-core inductors and heavy-trace printed circuit boards. The innovative and sophisticated 3.5-way crossover has different crossover points for each woofer to eliminate lobing in the vertical axis and improve total radiated sound power.

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY

All this tech is packed into a handsome and sleek cabinet available in premium-grade piano gloss black or handsome black ash finish. And for that touch of class – the Prime Tower has the same upscale metal spiked screw-in feet as our flagship Ultra Tower.